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PARABOLIC PROBLEMS WITH MIXED VARIABLE 
LATERAL CONDITIONS: AN ABSTRACT APPROACH 
By Giuseppe SAVARh 
ABSTRACT. - We study the initial value problem for parabolic second order equations with mixed and time- 
dependent boundary conditions obtaining optimal regularity results under weak assumptions on the data and on 
the geometrical behavior of the boundary. An approximation approach to abstract evolution equations on variable 
domains is the basic tool we develop; an application to parabolic problems in non-cylindrical domains is also given. 
0. Introduction 
Let R be a uniformly Cl,’ open set of RN with boundary r = 30; for a fixed positive 
number T > 0 we set 
Q = ox IO, TL C = I’x IO, T[, 
and we choose a uniform family of C”,’ submanifolds (with boundary) I’; c XI, t varying 
in [0, T]; Co will be the subset of C covered by this family, that is: 
co = u r:, x {t}, Cl = C\C(). 
We want to study the mixed boundary value Cauchy problem 
uw 
34x, t) 7 + Au(x, t) = f(x, t); in Q, 
4x7 t> = .90(x, t), on CO, 
du(x, t) 
~ = Sl(X, t), 
i3v*4 
on Cl, 
u(x, 0) = Q)(x), on 62. 
Here A is a uniform elliptic second order operator with variable coefficients of the type 
(0.1) Au = - c g-(u% t&p) + c b”(x, t)E $ c(x, t)u, i,j i 
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11.4 = I/~~(x, t) is the related conormal vector to I‘x 10, T[, f, ~10. yl and %L() are the data 
given in suitable Sobolev spaces of functions defined on Q and its boundary. 
Problems of this kind have been studied for long time from many points of view. Among 
the first contributions (whose references can be found in [32]), we quote a uniqueness [3 1 ] 
and an existence [32] result by Magenes, the latter one holding when Co is of cylindrical 
type, i.e. I’: is independent of time. This particular case can also be studied either in the 
natural variational framework viln the standard theory of abstract evolution equations (ser 
[26], 1231, [29]) or by a more direct analysis in suitable weighted function spaces, which 
take into account the lack of regularity near the interface between Co and C1 (see 1381 
and the references quoted by [12]). 
These techniques (analogous to the Vishik-Eskin’s ones 1371 for the elliptic case) are 
further developed by [ 111, [ 121 and consequently adapted to the case of time dependent 
mixed conditions; here CO, CI have to be C” submanifolds of C and their interface must 
never be tangent to the hyperplanes t = const (except for f = 0, in [ 12]), so that a 
careful change of variable transforms the problem in the previous cylindrical form and 
the solution will belong to function spaces closely connected to the geometrical structure 
of the boundaries. 
On the other hand, it is interesting to know existence and regularity properties of the 
solution in spaces independent of the geometry involved and under weaker assumptions 
on the data and on the boundary. Thanks to a general result about evolution equations in 
variable Hilbert domains, Baiocchi obtained in [7] a theorem of existence and uniqueness of 
the solution of (Pp) with homogeneous lateral boundary conditions (!lo. !jl = 0) under very 
weak geometric assumptions; more precisely, if f, ~0 are in L’(Q) and L2( 62) respectively, 
then a suitable weak formulation of (PI’) admits a unique solution II, belonging to the class 
p:ll”(Q) = 1,2(0, T; Hl(b2)) n H”‘(O, T: L”(bq) (I). 
A remarkable fact is that at this level of regularity no smoothness of &, Cl (and also 
of the .‘j) is needed. 
Other weak results of this kind could be obtained in more general Banach frameworks by 
applying the widely developed abstract theory (see 1241, [23], [IS], [l] and the references 
quoted therein (“): for a comparison of the various hypotheses see [2]): differently from 
the Baiocchi’s work, however, all these more technical results require careful elliptic-type 
(‘) Ser [29] for the complete definitions and the properties of the H’. H”‘ hilhertian families of function 
spaces; we shall recall some of them in the next sections. 
(‘) The nonlinear case is deeply studied in [ 131 and 1271; for evolution equations of hyperbolic type with 
variable domain we refer to 141, [ 151. 
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estimates linked to the behavior of the boundary, which must be regular in some sense. 
In any case the singular nature of the mixed conditions does not allow to recover either 
a strong solution (i.e. time differentiable for a.e. t ~10, T[ in some L” space of the 
:c-variable) or the expected maximal regularity supplied by the data. 
We will be concerned with these last two related questions in the simpler variational 
Hilbert context of [7]; more precisely, we are interested in sufficiently wide conditions on 
{I’4,},C [,J.Tl in order to obtain stronger regularity of the type (“) 
&L 
(0.3) .f E L2(Q); U~J,CJO: (11in suitable trace spaces + 3t. Au E L2(Q), 
IIw4lILqR) E L”(O: T). 
We have already noticed that for cylindrical C, the abstract variational theory works well, 
so that (0.3) holds; a partial extension of this result is given by [lo] (see also [21]), where 
I’:, must not increase with respect to t. 
Our aim is to show that (0.3) also holds if we assume that the excess 
e(ryj, rg = sup d(z, IT;), .s, t E [O, T], 
x:Er:, 
for t > s can be controlled by the uniform linear bound (“) 
(0.4) e(r&r;) 5 K(t - s), v’s < t, 
for a constant K > 0 independent of s and t. Let us remark that this condition includes the 
monotone previous one, since the points of It which also belong to I, do not affect the 
excess in (0.4); so we are only imposing a one-side condition on the growth of I?; and we 
could say that the points of I?& “go away with a bounded speed’ as the time t increases. 
O f course, smooth manifolds (in space and time) are allowed and the same is true in the 
case of a Lipschitz time dependence of I’; with respect to the Hausdorff distance between 
the subsets of r; in these conditions better regularity properties can be derived. 
Our proof is characterized by two different features: 
I. A new regularity and perturbation result for the solution of an elliptic problem with 
mixed boundary conditions proved in [34]; 
II. A simple approximation procedure of (PP) by the backward Euler scheme, which is 
also interesting from a numerical point of view; we shall apply this technique in the 
abstract framework proposed by [7] since the structural hypotheses suggested by the 
previous point I are common to very different situations as parabolic equations in non 
cylindrical domains. 
(j) The choice of the good spaces for the boundary data is suggested by the theory for the pure Cauchy-Dirichlet 
and Cauchy-Neumann problems (see [29]): we will detail it in Sect. 4. 
(4) But weaker conditions could be given; see Sect. 4. 
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Let us describe this framework in the case of (F’P) with !lo.!ll G 0 and 21 independent 
of time. On the Hilbert space V = H1 (it) we introduce the bilinear form associated to A: 
which we can always assume to be coercive. 
We consider ‘u, f as functions of the time with values in V and H = L”(f2) respectively. 
The homogeneous Dirichlet condition will be imposed by requiring that for a.e. t E 10. T[ 
(0.5) ,u(t) E V, = r-I::](62) = {P E H’(i2) : YII~:, E 0 in the sense of traces}, 
and the equation together with the “natural” Neumann condition will be recovered by the 
variational formulation 
(0.6) (u’(t), ll)ff + (1. (u(t), II) = (f(t), u)ff. V’li E v,, for il.<‘. t E ] 0, ‘1’ [. 
If f E L*(O,T: H) and YQ E v/;, we ask for 9th E Hl(0.T: H) n Lco(O. T: V) satisfying 
(0.5), (0.6) and U(O) = Q. 
Substantially, the known abstract theory assumes the monotonicity of Vt (see [lo]) or 
the continuity (or even the Hiilderianity) of the time derivative of the resolvent operators 
associated to a and the family V, in the space of the linear and bounded operators of H 
(see 1261, [18]), a condition which does not hold in our concrete case (“) and is not 
compatible with the previous monotonicity one. 
We overcome the use of the derivative of these operators by directly comparing two 
different solutions of the family of elliptic time dependent problems 
(0.7) given L E H find ‘u E V, : U(zL,‘U) = (L,71)H, v ‘1! E vr 
Obviously the difficult lies on the varying test-functions sets; the idea is to measure their 
difference by considering the “residual” functional on V 
Of course R is identically zero on Vt; we shall show that it is enough to control it on those 
elements w of I!, which solve the analogous of (0.7) at the time s < t. In other words, if 
‘W  E I(, : CL(‘W, 7,) = (L’. ‘U)H, \dor E y,. with L’ E H: 
then we ask that 
(0.8) &,t(w) = a(‘zL, w) - (L, ‘w)H 5 m - SI IILIIH IIL’ll~%4IL 
(5) 1261 derives it by a time-differentiability property of the projections on the V,: see the related comparison 
remarks of [ 101. 
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for some H E IO, l] and K > 0 independent of t, s and the data. In our concrete case this 
estimate is exactly proved by [34] for H = l/2. 
An interesting fact is that (0.8) holds also for a suitable abstract formulation of parabolic 
equations with Cauchy-Dirichlet conditions in non cylindrical domains under simple 
geometric assumptions quite similar to (0.4) (“); moreover, (0.8) is a good assumption in 
order to prove the stability and the convergence of the simplest discrete scheme we can use 
to approximate (0.6). We conclude this introduction with a brief sketch of this approach, 
coming back to the concrete version of (PI’). 
We divide the time interval 10: T] in k; > 0 subintervals of equal length 7 = T/tc 
and we choose suitable approximations f:(n:),g:(z) of f(t, :~),g~(t,z) at the nodes 
t = UV-. 71 = 0, l! . . K,; then we solve recursively the elliptic problems in the unknowns 
71,; (x): 
(Err,) 
The values {u~}~~=~.~,....~ give raise to a continuous and piecewise linear (with respect to 
time) function &(:I;, t) which takes U:(X) at t = 71,~ and we shall show that ‘iL, converges 
to the solution u of (PP) as 7 = T/h goes to 0. 
The plain of this paper is the following: first we develop the abstract theory stating 
in that context the approximation and regularity results we need; proofs are given in the 
next two sections and the last one is devoted to the applications to (PP) and to parabolic 
equations in non cylindrical domains. 
1. The abstract theory 
Let us give two separable Hilbert spaces V c H with continuous and dense inclusion, 
let ]] . ]/ and ] . ] be their norms and (., .) the scalar product of H. As usual we identify H 
with its dual H’, so that H can be densely embedded in V’ and its scalar product can be 
uniquely extended to the duality pairing between V’ and V. Furthermore, we are given 
a family {Vt}t, [o,T~ of closed subspaces of V 
and 
a family of continuous bilinear forms n(t; ., .) : V x V H R, t E [O; T]. 
(‘) For this kind of equations we could repeat almost the same previous remarks; see e.g. [ 191, [ 161; we shall 
detail our results in Sect. 4. 
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We consider the following: 
PROBLEM 1. - Given u. E H and L : ](I. T[ i--f V’ find ‘II, : [0, T] H V such that jtir 
a.e. t E IO, T[ 
i 
,I@) E T/;. 
(pm (1L’(t),u) +n(t;u(t),u) = (L(t),u), vu E v,, 
u(0) = ‘(Lg. 
We have already said in the introduction that the existence of a weak solution of (PP’) is 
proved in [7] (‘) whereas a stronger solution can be found in [lo] assuming that the V, 
are non decreasing; in this case [21] gives some other results of regularity and proves the 
convergence of a penalization scheme for (PP’). 
We follow a different procedure, requiring some compatibility and regularity conditions 
on the T/,-family and the bilinear forms (~(t; ., .). First of all we assume that: 
(HI) 
for every t E [O, T] a(& .. .) 1s s y mmetric and coercive on V: 
3 a > 0 : u(t; u, u) > fYll7Ll/? vu E v 
and we impose a one-side control on the time dependence of CL: 
(H‘4 
there exists a bounded measure ,U on [0, T] such that 
n(t; tL, u) - n(s: ‘U, u) < p(]s, t]) lllL#. YuEV, O<s<t<T. 
We shall see later how these two conditions could be relaxed; we just note that (H2) 
allows non increasing quadratic forms. 
1.1. REMARK. - It is easy to see that (HI-2) imply the uniform boundedness of the 
family c~(t; ., .): 
(1.1) 3 p > 0 : a(t; u, 71) < /!ylLll 112111, vu, II E v. 
Moreover, we shall show that there exists a countable set S, such that, for every choice 
of U, ~1 E V, the mapping 
(1.2) t I-+ a(t; U, v) is continuous for every t E [0, T] \ S,. 
In particular a(t; ., .) is weakly measurable (see [26]). 0 
(‘) The basic assumption of this work, besides the coercivity of n, is the existence of a closed vector space c 
contained in each Vt, such that ($‘. V’)1,2,2 = I?. 
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We consider now the behavior of r/i,, via the following construction. To every functional 
L in V’ and to every time t we associate the unique solution (thanks to the coercivity 
assumption (Hl)) (1. = ul,(f) of 
(1.3) II E r/,: ~/,(k?LAI) = (L. 0). V’/j E 1; 
and the corresponding residual R = Rf,(f) in 1” 
(1.-Z) (R/u) = a(t:u,~~) - (Lx). ‘d’/~ E 1: 
We will assume that the restriction of R on a suitable subspace of V, with s < f is of 
the same order of t - s as s + f-. if L belongs to a space 11’ “better” than V’. 
Therefore we fix a Hilbert space IV between H and I”: 
and we denote by Dt the domain in V, of the bilinear form cl(f; . . .) with respect to W: 
(1.5) D+ = {II. E V, : rl,(t: ‘II,.Y~) = (L.v). \d71 E 1; with L E W) 
which is an Hilbert space if it is endowed with its natural norm 
(1.6) 
We assume 
]]7~]]o, = iuf{ IILlllj-, L satisfying (1.5)). 
(H3) 
There exist a positive number I< and a H E IO. I] such that 
for every L E W, t E]O.T], ‘~1 E D,.+ with s 5 f. 
(n,(t),?/) < K(t - s)llLll~,- 1171q Ill!(ly. 
1.2. REMARK. - If V, are not decreasing, then (H3) is trivially satisfied. On the other 
hand, it is interesting to study what kind of better properties follow by assuming that 
(H2-3) hold ’ 1 a so f or s > 1; (with the obvious changes, of course). We shall refer to this 
case as (Ha’) and (H3’) respectively. q 
1.3. REMARK. - In the previous formula we can restrict s in the range [t - ha, “1 for a 
fixed 1~0 > 0; this will be useful in order to apply the estimates of [34]. q 
I .4. REMARK. - Thanks to a standard interpolation result (“) (H3) is equivalent to 
(‘) We use the real interpolation functor of J.-L. Lion< ;lnd J. Peetrc 1301 (.. .),, ,,: ser 191. [ 141. 
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1.5. REMARK. - We can give another version of (IiS) assuming for simplicity II, 
independent of time and IV E H. Define II as in (1.5) with the whole k’ instead of 
ci, and substitute (1.3) with: 
/ .7) 
{ 
il, E Ii : U(?i,1!) = (L,?!). V’ll E I’: 
11. = ,/LL(f) E I;, : a(u(f) - T?,~O) = 0. v 11 E 1; 
We are taking the projection of 6, on V, with respect to the scalar product (A(.. .): let us 
denote by Pt this linear operator, which maps D onto II, too. Thanks to the properties 
of Pf (H3) becomes 
(1.8) fL( P+ii - ,ti,, ?!) = a(P,C - ii,. li - P,u) = n(ti, II - P,v) 
5 K(t - “)ll~II~ll~~ll(n.r-,, . 
Since 
the previous formula can be rewritten in the more readable form 
(1.9) ‘71 E (&. V)@,1 =+ Iv - PtU < K(t - H)~~4~ll(~,.J,(], 
When (H3’) holds too, as in [34] we deduce that 
i s<t. 
t - SI lliill~” l11211H 
(H3) has interesting (and, in a certain sense, unexpected) consequences on the 
“regularity” of the family V,, which better clarify some properties of the solution of 
(IV”) we shall see in a moment. Following [25], we define 
s lim inf V, as the set of the limits of the families + E Vf as t + to t-f” 
and 
s lim sup V, as the set of the cluster points of the families 7~ E V, as t -+ to 
t-tr, 
in the strong topology of V. Replacing “strong” by “weak” we obtain the corresponding 
notions of 70 lim infttto , 111 lim s~p~,~,, ; we use the symbol of limit when the two sets 
are equal. The definition of the left and right limits are straightforward as well as the 
following inclusions 
lim inf T/‘, C lim sup I<, , (both with s or VI), s i t s t t 
s lim inf V, C 111 lim inf v,: s i t 3-t s lim sup v, C 711 lirn sup vs. sit n-t 
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We have 
THEOREM 1. - Jf (Hl-3) hold, then for all t we have: 
(1.10) 4u lim  sulq~ v, C V, C s litnfnf vY. 
s-t- 
Moreover the family V, is strongly V-measurable in the sense that (see [17]). 
(1.11) tlu E V the mapping [0, T] 3 t H d(u, I$) = i$ I/u - 7~11 is n~eusurnhle 
1.6. REMARK. - Thanks to the general results of [17], it would not be difficult to show 
that in (1.10) we can replace the inclusions with identities for a.e. t E 10, T[. 0 
1.7. REMARK. - In the case of a non decreasing family of spaces 
s<t =+ VY c v, 
(1.10) becomes obvious since 
lim  V, = U V,: ,3-t- 
lim  v, = n v, cl 
s-t+ s<t s>t 
1.8. REMARK. - If (H2’-3’) hold then we easily deduce 
(1.12) lim  v, = V,, s-i! v’t E [O,T] 
both in the strong and in the weak topology of V. Cl 
We can prove: 
THEOREM 2. - (Existence.) With the previous hypotheses (HI-S) let us assume that 
CD11 L=.f+g, f E L’(O, T; H), g E L’(O, 7’; Iv) n W ’,‘(o, T; V’) (“) 
and 
(02) ‘U() E v,. 
(“) For a generic Hilbert space ‘H, L”(I), T; 3-1), 1 < p 5 CXJ, is the Banach space of the (strongly) measurable 
N-valued functions whose ‘H-norm is in LJ’(0, ‘7); the corresponding (first order) Sobolev spaces are: 
W1xP(O. 7’: ‘E) = {f absolutely continuous in [0, T] with values in 7-1 : f’ E  L”(O,T:K)} 
As usual H’(O.T:W) = W ’~“(O,T;‘E). 
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(1.13) ll( / J E I ; JO!. (‘l’f’I’j/ 1 E ](I. ‘f’]. 
1.9. REMARK. - We shall show that (IX) can be replaced by the weakel 
1.10. REMAKK. - Let us recall that the functions of’ H1(O.T:H) n IJx(0.7’: V) are 
continuous with respect to the n~trh topology of’ 1~‘ so that the range of’ the trace operator 
If’ (0. ‘1‘: H ) n 12 (0. 7’: L’) 3 1: +- ‘V(0) E I’ 
is contained in I;,‘. From Theorem 2 and the previous remark it follows that this operator 
is a surjection on I ;,+ and by ( I 13) we have: 
I;,’ : III liru iuf 1: = II! lilu 1: Cl u 5 --,I- II I(). 
1.1 1. REMARK. - Let us point out that from the equation we easily read that ‘~1 belongs to 
(1.14) I,‘((). ‘1‘: ‘I?) = 
(I F I,‘(t). 7’: V) such that 3 I, E L’(O.7’: W) with 
~(1: u(l). r) 1 (f,(f), 0). VP E 1,;. for a.e. I E]U,T[. 
cl 
1.12. REMARK. - Theorem 2 shows a natural “semigroup” property for the solution u 
of (PI”): if we split the interval [0, T] into [O. s] and [s. 7’1, the restriction of II, to the 
second interval can be recovered solving (1’1”) in [s. ‘I’] with respect to the initial datum 
given by the right trace of III,,,, j at s. El L1, 
As we said in the introduction. we approximate the solution of Problem 1 by the 
backward Euler method: we divide the interval IO. ‘I’] in /i, subintervals 
1; =](// - I )T. l/T]. /I = 1.....r<. 
of equal size 7 = 7’/1; and we look for a sequence { o;! },) _-,,. I ,( of points of V which 
is a suitable approximation of the value5 of I/ at the nodes 117. 
With this aim we consider the 5equcnce of variational problems (II = 0, . /i) 
(AP,,) 
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where 
(1.15) a,;(., .) = n(7lr; 1) .) and L:” = 1 
I 
L(t) dt E w. 
r . I:’ 
The coercivity assumption. ensures that (Al’,) can be uniquely solved so that it defines 
recursively the sequence ~1: ; we introduce the piecewise constant and linear interpolant 
of the values (7~;) 
(1.16) UT(t) = u;, i&(t) = (t/r - 71+ 1)7Q + (n - t/r)u;-T if tEIp 
and we have: 
THEOREM 3. - (Approximation) With the same hypotheses of the previous theorem, as 
r goes to 0 ii, converges to the solution u of Problem 1 in the “energy norm” of 
C’(0, T; H) n L2(0, T; V) and in the weak* topology of Hl(O,T; H) n L”(0, T; V). 
Moreover ?LT(t) and G,(t) converge to u(t) in V for every V-continuity point t qf 71, in 
[O. T] \ S, (see (1.2)). 
1.13. REMARK. - For other approximation results see the next section; following the 
approach of [21] it is possible to give a more precise estimate of the convergence in 
the energy norm. We also observe that the scheme (Al’,) requires neither a preliminary 
regularization procedure of the family V, nor a penalization technique. Of course the 
estimates are strongly dependent on (H3). 0 
We give now other information about the regularity: 
THEOREM 4. - (Regularity) The solution u given by the previous theorems belongs also 
to Bic(O, T; V) (“) and it is right continuous with respect to the strong topology of V at 
every point of [O: T[, the discontinuity set being at most countable. Moreover, if (H2’-3’) 
hold, then u is strongly V-continuous in the whole interval [O: T]. 
1.14. REMARK. - A simple consequence of this result is: 
3 lim  vs, sit+ b’t E [O,T[. 
both in the strong and in the weak topology of V. 0 
(“) For 0 < s < 1, O;, (0, T; H) can be defined as the Banach space of the L2 (0, T; R)-functions ‘,I such 
that the seminorm 
[1,]& = sup 
1 I/ O<h<T. h 
1’ 7’(t) -;:” - IL) 2 (if 
II H  
is tinite; as usual, the norm of this space is obtained by adding the L’(0.T: %)-one. We recall that an equivalent 
definition follows by real interpolation 
Lq,(O,T;l-t) = (L’(O.T:H),H’(O:?‘:7-t)),,__ 
with the continuous inclusions 
H”(O.T;3-1) c B,s,(O,T;‘H) c H”(O.T;N); VE > 0. 
We refer to 1361, [33] for analogous examples of this kind of intermediate regularity in the framework of abstract 
evolution equations and inequalities. 
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We make a few comments about some easy extensions of these Theorems: 
1.15. EXTENSION. - The assumptions (Hl-2) on the bilinear form (I can be weakened 
assuming that 
(1.17) 
C 
(1, = (I,() + IL 1 . u() satisfying (Hl-2) and 
(hl being wifurrnly hounded on V x H; 
in particular we can consider the case of a weakly coercive bilinear form. Observe that 
we can limit ourselves to check (H3) only on the principal part Q. The proof of this 
case follows by the usual method of continuity in a parameter (see [6], Sect. 5 for a 
similar application). 0 
1.16. EXTENSION. - In (H3) the term K(t - s) can be substituted by the integral 
(1.18) 
/ 
.t 
p(t) d< for a fixed non negative function /1 E L”‘(O, T) 
. ,’ 
Our simpler initial choice corresponds obviously to p E L”(O, T). 0 
1.17. EXTENSION. - Following [21] we could also replace IILIIn in (H3) by different 
intermediate norms between W and V’, obtaining better summability exponents in (1. IS), 
but requiring stronger “elliptic” estimates. In order to fix our ideas, let us assume W E H 
and substitute the last line of (H3) by: 
(1.19) 
with 0, c E [0, 11, 0 + ~7 > 0; in this case we can allow 
(1.20) p E P’(“+yo, T). 
In the framework of Remark 1.5 (1.19) can be rewritten as: 
obtaining a finer scale of conditions in order to evaluate the time dependence of the 
projectors Pt. Of course, combinations of the various assumptions are possible. q 
1.18. EXTENSION. - In (Dl) we could replace the absolutely continuous functions of 
W1>l(O, T; V’) by the bounded variation ones of BV(0, T; V’) (as in [8] and [33]); since 
we are also interested in the V-continuity properties of the solution, we do not insist 
with this setting. 0 
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2. Preliminary results 
The aim of this section is to prove some properties of the bilinear forms a@; e, .) and 
of the family of spaces {Vt}tEIO,T~. 
In order to have a shorter notation we denote by a(.~; .) the quadratic form associated 
to a(s; .) .) 
u(s; u) = u(s; u, u); 
we also assume that the three imbeddings 
V--,H--iWrV’ 
have norms 5 1 and in our arguments we take account of extension 1.16; (1.19) only 
requires minor changes, as detailed in [21]. 
2.1. PROPOSITION. -Assume (Hl-2); then there exists a countable set S, c [0, T] such that 
(2-l) [0, T] 3 t H a(& u, u) are continuous in [0, T] \ S,, Vu, 2, E V. 
Proof. - Let M be the countable set of IO, T] where “p jumps”: 
M = {t E]O ,T] : ,4{t} > o}. 
We note that for every choice of II E V the mapping 
is not increasing so that it is continuous except at a countable set; denoting by G , the 
union of this set with M, the map t H u(t; U) is surely continuous outside G ,. 
Let us fix now a countable dense subset p of the unit closed ball of V and define 
S, = u G ,. 
1,E I-- 
The family {t I-+ u(t;v)},Ebr,llvllll is the closure of {t H u(t;v)},Ec in the topology of 
the uniform convergence, so that its elements are continuous outside S,. By homogeneity 
we deduce the same property for every a(& u), ‘u E V, and by the standard polarization 
identity (‘“) we prove it also for the associated symmetric bilinear form. n 
(13) That is 
v 16, II E v. 
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2.2. REMARK. - As a consequence of the previous proof we find that for every ~1.11 E V 
there exists the limit 
and it defines a bounded symmetric bilinear form which coincides with n(t; 11, v) outside 
S,, is right continuous and satisfies: 
We can obtain a sort of uniformity of the limit outside S,: 
2.3. PROPOSITION. - Let t # S, be a “regular” point for a and let t,, E [0, T], u,, E V 
be two sequences such that: 
lim t,, = t, l,.-CX 
Then for any ?I E V 
Proof. - We observe that the bilinear form 
q(n, II) = a(s: ‘U, li) - a($ 11, u) + p(]s, t]) (u, ?I)\-, s 5 t, 
is positive by (H2) so that by Schwarz inequality (q(u, v)(~ < q(~, U)CJ(V, II) we get: 
Iu(.s;?~,?~) - u(t;‘u,vi)l 
I ,h(]S, t])llullllvll + [u(.s; u) - u(t; u) + p(].s, qllq”] 1’2 
x [a@; ?I) - u(t; 21) + p(]s, t])ll?Jll”] 1’2. 
In our situation, denoting by 1, the interval limited by t and t,, we obtain 
cd(L)+O, 1404 - 4L~WO 
since t 6 S, 3 A4; we conclude. n 
2.4. COROLLARY. - With the same notation of the previous Proposition, let us suppose 
that IL, -U in V. Then 
(2.3) lim inf n(t,,; ,uLL,,) 2 u(t; 7~) T&-CC 
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(2.4 limsup n(t,,; u,,) < a(t; U) * lim IIq, - ~(1 = 0. IL’00 ,L’ix7 
Proof. - Since t $! S,, the difference between u(t,,,: w,,) and a(t; U) has the same 
behavior of 
(2.5) a@,,; u,) - a(tn; IL) 
as n goes to 0~. Now we write 
u(&,; u,,,) - u(&,; u) = a(&; ‘U,, - u) + 2 a(&, u, u, - ‘(L) 
2 @ llUn - ul12 + 2[u(t,,; u, 7LTL - u) - a(t; u, u,, - u)] 
+ 2 u(t; u, u,, - u) 
and apply (2.2) together with the weak convergence of u,. H 
2.5. REMARK. - In the previous two results, if we replace u by E (see Remark 2.2) and 
we impose t,, greater than t, then (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) hold for every t E [0, T[. 0 
Now we study the measurability properties of the family {V,}, by using an approximation 
procedure based on the family of linear operators {P(t); E > 0, t E [0, T]}, which send 
an element Y of H into the solution w”(t) of 
(2.6) w E K; (v’(t) - w, w) + m(t;w’(t),w) = 0, VW E v,. 
These estimates are well known (see [28]). 
2.6. LEMMA. - For any choice of E, t we have w”(t) E Dt with: 
1 
IvE(t)12 + 2CYE~~w8(t)~~2 5 lu12, II II -1 
71E - ‘V If D t < - . E ’ 
(2.7) 71 E v, -H 3 !$o Iw”(t) - 711 = 0; 
II E v, * p(t) - WI2 + u(t;7f(t)) 5 u(t;w), iii; Ilw’(t) - WI1 = 0. 
In particular, D, is dense in V,, for all t. Finally, if u E D,? with t - ho 5 s 5 t we have: 
(2.8) &-+f(t) - WI2 + a@; w’(t)) + c+f(t) - 7# < u(t; w) + E2(t - s)l(wly ~~w~~;~2” 
with E2 = .h,‘p”(<) d< (see 1.16). 
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Proof. - We have to prove only this last formula; by (H3) with L = -(vJ’ - ,v)/E 
we obtain 
2E + U(t; V’(t)) + fJ>(t: V’(t) - II) 
2.7. COROLLARY. - For every t E [O, T[ we have: 
Proof. - It is sufficient to show that Dt c s lmmftf V,; for a given II E Dt we choose 
II/~, = Jh (t + h)v and we deduce that U/~-VI as h-+0+ by applying the last formula and 
taking into account Remark 2.5. n 
A consequence of these estimates is the following theorem: 
2.8. THEOREM. - Let us given a sequence II,, E V+,> such that 
(2.9) t,, I t, t,, + t E ]O, T]; u,, - 71 E v. 
Then II belongs to V,. In other words, 
Proof. - Let us set ?I,E, = .I’ (tlr)~!i,, , YF = .I” (~)YJ; by (H3) in the modified form of 
1.16 we have the estimate 
Now we write -TIE, in the first term as --lo + (II - u,,) + (v,, - 11:) obtaining 
;/I,; - 71(* + ;,(I: 7F) 
- 71) 
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We pass to the lim it as TL+CX: in the right hand member, observing that the last two 
terms go to 0 whereas 
1.u” - ,I,, 12 + &fl.(k ?I,) 5 c+i,, I(“. 
with C independent of E and 71. We deduce that 
and U” converges to II in H and weakly in I,‘. as ~-4, since /(,u,~// is bounded; being V, 
(weakly) closed, we conclude. n 
2.9. COROLLARY. - The mapping 
[O,T] 3 f I-+ d(ll. l/t) = ,~;I$; 1111 - ?!I1 
is measurable for all 71, E V. 
Proof. - We shall show that the functions t H d(~r, V+) are left lower semicontinuous 
and therefore measurable (‘-I). 
Let us fix II, in V, t E]O,T[ and choose %c(s) E r/‘,, s < t so that 
IIlL - u,(s)~~ 5 d(u, L:) + t - s: 
,u( s) is bounded in V; hence from every sequence sl, converging to t from the left as ~~L-+cx 
we can extract a subsequence (still denoted by .sl)) such that ,u(s,,) weakly converges to 
U. By the previous Theorem, *G belongs to V, and we obtain 
d(u; Vf) < 1111, - ?i,ll 5 1 innizf l/,7/, - ,IL(s,,)II = l$;i;fri(rr. V,$, ) 
by the lower semicontinuity of the V-norm with respect to the weak convergence. n 
l The 12roof of Theorem 1 is then complete. 
The importance of this last property is highlighted by the following result: 
2.10. PROPOSITION. - Assume that II is an H-valued t~zeasurnble,fi~~zction; then the map 
is also measurable (l”). 
(I”) A  left lower semicontinuous function f : 10, T[ ++ R is measurable since the inverse images 
I$ = {t E]O.T[: f(t) > c} 
are left-open subsets of 10. T[, in the sense that 
.I’ E  F, =5 3E > 0 :]:I: - c. .r] c J: 
Now, a left-open set is a countable union of a family of left-open intervals (the connected components) and 
consequently it is measurable. 
(Is) In this case strong and weak measurability coincide by Pettis’ theorem. 
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Proof1 - For a constant bilinear form U( . . .) this property follows from the general results 
of [ 171, being J’v(t) the pointwise projection on V, with respect to the scalar product: 
(2.10) (IL, u) + EU(U, ‘li) 
of the V-measurable function ij defined as in (1.7) with (2.10) instead of u(., .). In the 
case of a time dependent form, we consider the step function 
and we define x, as 
&(t) E v,: (&(t) - u(t), w) + &a(t,; .&(t), w) = 0, VW E vt, 
which is measurable by the previous remark, being t, constant on 1:. Applying 2.3 we 
easily find that for 1: $Z S, x,(t) weakly converges to [J’v] (t) as r-4. I 
2.11. COROLLARY. - For allp E [l, CQ] ,p maps L”(O, T; H) into LJ’(0, T; D); moreover, 
if v belongs to LP(0, T; V), y < X, then JEu converges to 9~ in L”(O. T; V) and a.e. as 
~-4. In particular L”(O,T;V) is dense in LP(O,T;V). 
3. Proof of Theorems 2-4 
Let ~7 be defined by (AI’,,) and let us consider the functions U, and 7i, as in (1.16); 
we want to show that as T goes to 0 there exists the limit of &, in the weak* topology of 
H1(O, T; H) n L”(0, T; V) and it defines the solution of (PP’). The following Proposition 
gives the basic estimate we need: 
3.1. PROPOSITION. - There exists a constant C > 0 such that, for r < ho (‘“) we have: 
( 16) ho is given by Remark I .3; from now on we shall denote by C the constants independent of the data and 
of the parameter 7. 
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Proof. - We observe that the solution U: of (ATT,) belongs to D,,, so that we have, 
for n. > 1 (“): 
where we set (see 1.16) 
(3.3) 
The last term of (3.2) can be easily bounded by 
f 4mTlltv + llL:“-‘ll;~4 
whereas the first one is greater than (‘“) 
Now setting &! = e we can substitute the term - &$(u:“-‘) in the last formula by 
1 
--a 
2 
Fdl(uel) - rp~~~u~-1~~2. 
(17) For 11 = 0 we simply have 
(Is) With obvious notation, we split L: = f:” + .qF. 
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Summing up from 71, = 0 (see note IT) to rrt, < K; we obtain: 
Since 
r &; + lPy8) 5 lL(]O, T]) + I’ lPK)l”‘” 4, 
,,=I . 0 
by the application of a discrete version of the Gronwall lemma we find: 
Now recalling that 
and 
&fY + IlYX4-) 5 1’ (I.m )l’ + lld~)llk) fit, 
n = 1 . 0 
we obtain the final 
Since ,&L(t) z * if L E I; we get 
K 
7 
11; - *,,,y - 1 
cl--- 
2 T 
7- I=/ 
IQ(t)/* dt 
II=1 . 0 
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and analogously 
In this way (3.1) is equivalent to (3.5). n 
3.2. COROLLARY. - The families li, and u, have at least one common weak* accumulation 
point ‘II, E L”(0, T; V) which also belongs to H1(O, T; H); moreover we have: 
Proof. - It is sufficient to note that 
(3.7) u,(t) - iqt) = Te,(t)ii:(t) = &(t)[u,(t) - u,(t - T)] 
with 0 5 e,(t) < 1; then we use (3.5). n 
Now we want to show that the function u given by this Corollary solves Problem 1. 
To this end we observe that u,. and GL, satisfy a suitable approximate problem; in order 
to describe it, we introduce the spaces (see (“) and 1.10) for p E [l, co] 
and 
Lp(O, T; VT) = {II E L”(0, T; V) such that v(t) E V,,,, for a.e. t E I,“} 
L”(0, T; 27,) = 
u E L”(0, T; VT) such that 3 L E Lp(O, T; W) with 
n,(t;u(t),v) = (L(t),?)), VII E V,,, for a.e. t E 1:; 
with the corresponding natural norms. With this notation U, and ‘iL, satisfy 
(~7 E L”(O,T; VT), iiT E H’(0, T; H) n C’([O, T]; V), 
(APT 1 i&(O) = u;, 
I 
T [(;l:,Tu) + a,(t;u,,T7/) - (L,,‘u)] dt = 0, Q7u E L1(O, T; VT), 
. 0 
where of course L7(t) E LF on 1:. If we want to pass to the lim it with respect to r in 
(AP,) we have to answer the following questions: 
[Ql] does u belong to L”(O,T; V)? 
[Q2] are all the elements of Ll(O,T; V) approximable in the norm of L1(O, T; V) 
by a family of r~l E L1(O, T; VT) so that they are admissible test functions in the lim it 
formulation of (AP,)? 
[&3] can we pass to the lim it in the bilinear term uT(t; uzrr ‘v)? 
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An affirmative reply to them gives immediately the proof of: 
3.3. COROLLARY. - Any weak* clusterpoint II. .solves thefollowing weakform of Problem I: 
u E L”(0. T: U) n P(0, T: H), 
(WPP’) u(0) = u(j. 
*T 
I 
[(u’, w) + Q(t; IL, v) - (L, *w)] dt = 0, V’PJ E L1(o, T; V). 
. 0 
Of course, it is not restrictive to assume u E L”(0, T: V) in [Q2] and in the last formula. 
[Ql] u(t) belongs to V, for every t E [O,T]. 
Proof. - We know that I, weakly converges to <u(t) in V for all t. The case t = 0 
being trivial, we can assume t > 0 and we observe that also u,(t - T) weakly converges 
to ?L( t). We already denoted by 
(3.8) t, = 7min{n : t < n7-}, s, = t, -7. with the property t E]s,-, tT] E {l~}ll~l,....K 
and we have ,uLL, (t - T) E v,, ; now we can apply Theorem 2.8. n 
[Q2] For each function v E L”(0, T; V), there exists a uniformly bounded family 
Tv E L”(O,T; Do,) converging a.e. to v; in particular Tv--+v in L”(O:T; V) <for all 
p E [l: a[. 
Proof. - By 2.11 we can assume v E L” (0, T; D). For the Lebesgue points t E 1; 
of 71 we define: 
‘v(t) E v,, as J’(m)v(t) = J’(t,)w(t) 
and we apply (2.8) obtaining a uniformly bounded family in L”(0, T; V) with 
Tv -+ v in L”(O: T; H) and ‘v(t) - v(t) in V. 
We conclude if we show that ‘w(t) strongly converges to v(t) for a.e. t E IO, T[. 
We apply the final estimate of Lemma 2.6 obtaining 
apu(t) - II(t < u(t,; v(t)) - a(t,;‘w(t)) + cr 
and we recall (2.3). n 
Finally we have: 
[Q3] Let v, rv be given as in the previous [Q2] an d u as in Corollary 3.3; then we have 
(3.9) lim 
J 
‘T la,(t 7’0 o ;u,,‘v) - a(t;u,v)ldt = 0. 
Proof. - Being the integrand in (3.9) uniformly bounded we have only to prove its 
a.e. convergence. 
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We know that there exists a negligible set S c [0, T] such that (2.1) holds and Tv(t)+v(t) 
if t $z’ S. For a given t # S we bound the modulus in (3.9) by the sum: 
IUT(t;‘lL,, T'iJ - 'U)I + lU,(t; ?1,, II) - a(t; u,, 7/)( + Iu(t; u,, 71) - n(t; 71; ?I)[. 
The last term goes to 0 since am weakly converges to u(t) in V; the same holds for 
the first one, by the strong convergence of 7u(t). The estimate of 
IU,(t;7L,,71) - U(t;7&,7l)l = IU(t,;7&71) - @;‘U,,‘U)l 
is given in 2.3. H 
It is a straightforward consequence that 7~ solves also the pointwise formulation of 
Problem 1 (see i.e. [21]). Since at this level of regularity the uniqueness of the solution 
is immediate, we deduce that the whole family li, converges to u in the weak* topology 
of H1(O, T; H) n L”(0, T; V). 
In order to see that ‘u. can be chosen in Vo’, let un E V,,?, &--+O, be a sequence such 
that u,, -7~ in V; let us consider the corresponding solutions u,(t) of Problem 1 starting 
from the initial condition 74, (tn) = ‘IL, and extended to the whole interval [0, T] by setting 
74) = UT,, if t E [0, tn[. 
O f course u,(t) is uniformly bounded in H1(O, T; H) fl L”(0, T; V) and satisfies: 
(u,, E Lm(t,, T; V) n H’(0, T; H), 7&L(O) = %; 
[(74,,‘(I) + a(t;7Ln, u) - (Lp)] dt I C~nll7~(t)II~~(o,t,,;~;)? 
It is easy to see that a weak* accumulation point u of U, satisfies (7uPP’) and then (PP’). 
l This concludes the proof of Theorem 2 and the related Remark 1.9. 
Theorem 3 is almost completely proved, too; the strong convergence in L2(0, T; V) and 
in L”(0, T; H) of & is a standard fact: choose ‘u = 7~, in (AI’,) and recall that by (3.7) 
We obtain 
(ii:(t),u,(t)) > (G:(t),&(t)), a.e. in ]O,T[. 
(3.10) $(T)12 + /T n(t; UT(t)) dt 
5 $~0’1~ +o/+T(LT(t), UT(t)) dt + lr [a& UT(t)) - a,($ ,u,(t))] dt 
. 0 
whereas 11, satisfies: 
$(T)I + /T a(t; u(t)) dt i ;,uo,’ + .l’(L(t), u(t)) dt. 
0 
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the strong convergence in L2(0, T; V) follows if we show that 
(3.11) 
.T 
lim sup 
/ 7’0 .o 
[+; G(t)) - u,(t; U&))] dt < 0. 
We extend trivially u7(t) and cl(t; ., .) outside [0, T] and we split the integrand as: 
[a@; u,(t)) - u(s,; u,(t))] + [n(s,; UT(t)) - u(s,; u7(t - T))] 
+ [a(.%; w(t - T)) - a(&; -UT(t))] 
I U2p(]s,, t]) + apq4q - %(t - T)II + [&; %(t - 7)) - a(&; w(t))], 
where U is an upper bound of SUI)[~~,~~ lluTll. W e integrate from 0 to T and we observe that 
;Fo oi’lil(j”. tl) + II%(t) - %(t - g111 dt = 0 J 
by Lebesgue convergence theorem and (3.6); finally 
.I’ 7 ( 
.T 
a s,; u7(t - T)) - u(t,; UT(t))] dt = - 
.I 
a(T; uT(t)) dt < 0. 
0 T-T 
Combining these results we obtain (3.11). 
At this point the uniform boundedness of tiL, in H1 (0, T; H) implies the uniform 
convergence in L” (0, T; H). In order to prove the strong V convergence in every 
V-continuity point of the solution, we can just repeat the argument of [21], Thm. 3.8. n 
We consider now the proof of Theorem 4 adapting an idea developed in [21]; for the 
sake of simplicity, we initially assume 
uo E Do, L E L2(0, T; H) 
and we call U = ]lullL-co,T;~~,. 
We choose a number T E 10, T[ and set u = u(t) - u(t - h), 0 < h < ho (“) obtaining 
by (H3): 
2(u’(t), u(t) - u(t - h)) + u(t; u(t)) + n(t; u(t) - u(t - h)) 
< a(t; u(t - h)) + 2(L(t), u(t) - u(t - h)) 
+ Cu h(lu’(t)l” + lu’(t - h)12 + IIL(t) + IIL(t - h)ll&) 1’ p2”(s) ds 
t-11 
5 a(t - h; u(t - h)) + p(]t - h, t])U” + 2(-L(t), u(t) - u(t - h)) 
+ Cu h(lu’(t)l’ + lu’(t - h)12 + IIL(t)ll& + IIL(t - h>ll”w) /’ p2”(s)ds. 
. t-h 
(19) We set v(t) E uo for t < 0; being ~0 E Do there exists an Lo E W such that n(uo, v) = (LO, 11) for 
II E V” and consequently we define L(t) E Lo for t < 0. 
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We can replace u(t; u(t)) in the left hand member by ~(t; IL(~)) and we integrate from 0 
to T + tl 5 T obtaining: 
.r+h .r+h 
(3.12) I . 0 [W(t), u(t) - u(t - h)) + c+(A) - u(t - h)ll”] dt + J n(t: qt)) dt 
.I.+11 
I h qo; u(0)) + hU2p(]0, r + h]) + 2 
I 
(L(t), u(t) - 7L;t - h)) dt 
-0 
+2(&h p2”(s) ds. 
Finally we divide by h, and pass to the limit as h goes to 0 applying Fatou’s lemma: 
(3.13) J I’ Id( dt + ii(r; u(r)) 0 
5 n(0; 1Lo) + cu,, J oT [IIWllk + lW12] dt 
+ 2 J $(t), u’(t)) dt + U2,u(]0, r]), 0 
obtaining a relation which does not depend on the additional hypothesis 7~~ E DO. This 
relation gives the right continuity of u(t) in V at t = 0 thanks to (2.4) and Remark 2.5, 
since we obtain 
lim sup C(r; U(T)) 5 C(O; uo). 
T-o+ 
Moreover, in this argument the choice of the initial time t = 0 plays no role by the 
semigroup property, so that we deduce the right continuity at all points of [0, T[. 
Rewriting (3.13) starting from an initial time s < T we get 
n(r; 7L(r)) I iqs; 7L(s)) + v(]s, r]), 
where v is a finite measure on IO, T] depending on CL, L and U; this relation implies that the 
mapping t H C(t; u(t)) is of bounded variation and u is continuous except at a countable 
subset thanks to 2.1 and 2.4. 
In order to obtain the B1’2 2oo(0, T; V) estimate we recall that it is sufficient to prove 
that the seminorm 
is finite: this is given by (3.12) choosing r = T - h. 
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Finally, when (HZ’-3’) hold too, we can apply our arguments to the function 
which solves 
‘G(t) = u(T - t) E r/, = VT-f 
- (*l;‘(t)! 71) + a(T - 1;; fi,,v) = (L(T - t) - 2u’(T - t), II), VvEVt n 
3.4. REMARK. - When L admits the decomposition (Dl), in (3.12) we have to control 
the additional term 
.I+/? 
I 
(g(t). u(t) - u(t - h,)) dt . () 
.7‘ 
= 
I 
. o (g(t) - g(t + IL), u(t)) nt + /‘;” (g(t), u(t)) dt - .I* (y(t), 1Lg) dt 
. 7 0 
which is obviously bounded by CC; I/,llgjlrc- I I(,,,~;~-,) and becomes, after the previous limit 
process leading to (3.13), 
Being g absolutely continuous, this quantity tends to 0 as T goes to 0. n 
4. Applications to parabolic problems 
Application 1 
Let us deal with the equation (PI’) stated in the introduction, under the regularity 
hypothesis (0.4), or better: 
4.1. THEOREM. - Jf we are given: 
f E L*(Q), TLg E H’(f2), go E 13”‘*~“‘4(c~), g1 E Iwlyc1) (2”) 
(20) i.e. CJ/O. !/I admit an extension to functions in H’ I- ’ “,‘/I C) H’/‘,‘/‘(C) respectively. where ( , 
H’,*(C) = L”(O.7’; H’(r)) n H”(O,T:L”(I’)) 
We recall that these trace assumptions (together with the possible required compatibility conditions) give the 
exact regularity of (0.3) in the case of pure Dirichlet or Neumann boundary value problems; in those cases 
we obviously deduce also II E H’.‘(C)), which is in general false when mixed conditions occurs, even in the 
cylindrical framework. 
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satisfying the initial compatibility condition 
?L,(XJ) = go(2,O) on r;;, 
then (PP) has a unique solution u satisfying: 
$, Au E L2(Q), u E L”(0, T; H1(R)) n L?;i(O, T; Hi(R)). 
Moreover, if (4.1) holds also for the Hausdorf distance (instead of e(., .)) we have 
u E CO(O, T; Hi(R)). 
Proof. - By the trace result of [29] chap. 4, sect. 2.5, it is not restrictive to assume 
go. g1 E 0, so that the Dirichlet condition becomes 
u(x, t) = 0 on I$. 
We choose 
v = Hl(f2), N = L2(i2), v, = If;;, (62) 
and the bilinear form 
which is admissible thanks to extension 1.15 (we assumed a global Lipschitz condition 
on the coefficient nij). (H3) is satisfied with 0 = l/2 thanks to the estimates of [33], 
thm. 5, and (4.1) corresponds to 1.16. n 
4.2. REMARK. - We can apply our abstract theory in a more direct way by choosing: 
w = 
with the norm induced by L2 (62) x H1/2(l?); in this case gr is the restriction to Cl of 
a function 
j1 E L2(0, T; H”“(I’)) n W1’l(O, T; H-““(r)) Cl 
4.3. REMARK. - The time regularity assumptions on the differential operator A could be 
weakened: for instance, if A = --a( then every function Q,(.) > 0 > 0 of bounded 
variation in [0, T] is allowed. Cl 
Application 2 
Let us given a uniform family of Cl,’ open sets Rt c RN for t E [0, T] and consider 
the following subsets of RN x 10, T[: 
Q = u %  x (6 c = u df& x {t}. 
tc 10,q tE 10,q 
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We suppose that Q is open and we consider the following boundary value problem 
I 
du(x. t) 
i3f + il,u(:l:, t) = .f(x, t), in Q. 
i 
u(:r, f) = 0, on C, 
u(x, 0) = u()(:1:), on 62”. 
We can apply the abstract results quoted in the introduction also in this case. We assume 
that A is defined by (0.1) in all RN x 10, T[ (“‘) and 
f (5 L2(Q), U() E H@“). 
The family R, have to satisfy a condition analogous to (4.1) (“‘): there exists a function 
0 E L’(O,T) with 
.t 
(4.2) c(fls, 1&) = sup d(x: 52,) 5 
I 
P(E) (6, if 0 < s < t < T. 
.JER,\O, s 
We have: 
4.4. THEOREM. - With the previolls hypotheses, there exists a unique solution u of (PI’*) 
sati@ing 
(4.3) 
?L(., t) E H,1(Rt): 3 c > 0 : pu(~, t)llp(Q) 5 c, V t E [0, T]. 
Moreover, if (4.2) holds for the Hausdor- distance between R,? and f&, then the trivial 
extension oft outside Q belongs to CO(O,T; Hl(R”)) n &~(O. T; H1(RN)). 
Proof. - We extend ‘u and f to 0 outside Q and we set V = H1(RN), H = L2(WN) and 
v, = {u E H’(R*‘) : supp(u) c si,} = {U E H1(W”) : UI~~\<~, E O}. 
For the sake of simplicity, we will sometimes identify V, with Hi (52,). Let us check (H3) 
for the bilinear form (see 1.15): 
(4.4) 
(‘I) For simplicity; in fact a cylinder containing Q is sufficient. 
(“) As in the other case, a monotone family (non decreasing) is allowed. 
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observing that the standard regularity theory ensures 
Dt = H2(Rt) n I@,) 
with a uniform bound of the respective norms. So we fix F E L2(Ra”) and we consider 
the solution u E V, of 
n(t; u, w) = J F(x) w(x) dx, VW E v,. R”’ 
By the usual Green’s formula, we have for a given u E D,: 
J 
au = -vdxN-l _ 
cm, au, I Fvdx Q,\Qt 
= 
J  
dUvdBN-’ - 
I 
Fvdx. 
an,rxl, ah %\Q, 
By [34], Lemma 3.10, being {Ott}tEIO,T~ a uniformly C1ll regular family, if e(R,,&) is 
small enough we have: 
sup d(x,aRt) + sup 4x, 8%) I C e(G, f&) 
&%\Q* XE%\Ot 
with C only depending on the Cl?’ character of {!&}tE(a,T~, We have (see [36], [21]) 
and 
so that 
J R ,n lFv[ dx I 4% ~2t~ll~ll1;~~~~~lI~llv~ s t 
(RF(~), u) I C( llJ’ll~21141~2 II~II;~~II#” + IIFIMI+> J’ a> dt. Y 
Applying Remark 1.17 with 0 = c = l/2 and with 0 = 1, g = 0 we conclude. H 
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